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(1)

On harmonie quasicontormal mappings

l. Introduction. A plane harmonic mapping

2n

?,a(rei'r'll
(1 - Yz)sif 

(")

1 2rcos(r-d*r' dr

is knovrr (cf. [t]) to be a homeomorphism from the closed unit disk onto
itself if 

"f 
: [0 , 2n] --> l0 , 2nf is a homeomorphism. In this paper the

problem studied is: Under which conditions on / is the mapping u K-
quasiconformal?

E. Heinz l2l has obtained estimates of type

J(w)(retq)>C(r)>0

with C(r)->O when r-+ I for the Jacobian J(w) of the mapping rz.

In 2. some conditions are given for the strictly positiviness of the constant'
C as well for the boundedness of the Jacobian.

The results obtained can be generalized (cf. l2), [5]) for the situation

Lr(u) : s

Lr(u) : g 
,

'tt) : /u, f io, where -L, and L, are certain second order elliptic differential
operators.

2. Lemmas. Let D be the class

morphism /' R + R such that' /(0)
a.e. and

of all absolutely continuous homeo-

Dk if esssupf'<lc
denote the class of
for the modulus of

r

J 
e;t@)6y: o

(i.e. w(0) - 0). The mapping f e D is said to belong t'o

all continuously differentiable functions f e Dr so that
continuity of their derivative
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a4,(A) : sup ll'@) - f'@)l
l"-tl</

the inequality
2t

t%9dl<M
{a

holds. It may be noted that every Hölder-continuously differentiable

/€D is in Dk(M) for some k and M.
In the following, the meaning of u is always the harmonic mapping

(t) with boundary values f , B llne open unit d.isk and äB its boundary.
The function P(r , r) denotes the Poisson kernel

11rz
2n L * r' 2r cos(r) '

Lemma l. If f e Du(M) then

(2)

CL: constcnnt.

Proof : The left side of the inequalify p) has been proved by E. Heinz

[3] (cf. also [6]).
Because w, ar.td w, are analytic functions of z and 2 it suffices to

proYe

lim sup lw,lz * lim sup lw)' l lim sup (lw*lz * lw,\\ l Cr(M + kz)z

z+OB z+08 ,+08

where z: vsiv. By partial integration it follows from (l) that

i"
(3) w*(z): J nl'@) rir(*t P1'v ,r - q) d,r

0

and .

2i i"
w,(zl : - r-, J f'{*1"nt'sin(r - q) P(r, r - 9) ilr

(4) :
2i f E(*,q): t_ 

"J 
; rsin(r)P(r'r)ilr

0

a
where l(r , E) : fi{e'tt*+x) I "il@-x)1. 

We have
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l * rz - 2r cos(r) > (*ln)', r sin(r) I rz

if 0 < fr {n, and

i?(r, dl < ll'@ * r) - f'(v - r)l I arsup l/'(r)12 lay,Qr) | 4rlP.

Trom (4) we get

,,3::n tw.(z)t < " [+ 
d,t I a@@2 3 Qn)z (M + k')

and from (3)

,,3:In tw*(z)t <k.

Hence iw,l' * lw)' {Cr,(M * kz)z and, the lemma is proved.

Although it is not true that lw,l' * lwrlz is bounded if / e D& (see 3.)
this fact holds for the Jacobian "I(ru) of the mapping tr.

Lemma 2. If I e D then there er'tsts a constant C : C(k) such that
J(w)(z) < C.

Proof : If the formulas (3) and (4) are applied. to the real part u and to
the imaginary part o of the mapping w we geb

J(w)(z) : i (u,o* - u*a,) :,1t _ r, x
2n 2n

J J f wlt'@)sin(f(x) -l@))sin(r - p) P(r,r - e) P(r,a - e)d,rd,y.

?J* t: t -r then

t
P(r,n) <C' rz , *,l, -T "t'

and so

C' : const.,

:lf r(w)(z)s,äl 
L(zt{)s 

r'' f I
The simple estimation shows

:3f 
JQr)(z) Sc",:..11å [[

al

+)(t'
lr

"'

tm

+

d,rd,y
try
t'z+y\

txz *
+ n'z)((t,

d,rdy .
y2)(t,
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' (+)+ *(,"* ryfl <c@)- '",:Yå L" 
arc tg I

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 3. Suppose that f belongs to DP (IyI). If f e Dn then

(5)
z --> 0B

anil if f iloes not belong to any D6 then

(6) ,lt,f r(w)(z) :0 .

Proof : According to Kellogg's theorem [a] (cf. also [7]) lim z;(a) and
lim u:*(z), § € AB, z e B, exist therefore
z-+ t

7-+08 q r-+1

f
. ^ a. J

- tnt llm
'@) cos/(e)(cos f (d - u(re'*)) + f '@) sin/(exsin/(q) u(rei'r1!

(p r-+ I 1-r

Thus the lemma is proved.

3. Results. The condition for the K-quasiconformality of the harmonic
mapping ar is

If the Poisson-representation is used for u and o, the above expression
takes the form

f'(d i',-inf lim :; I (1 - cos(/(r) - f(q)) P(r , r - q) dr .

,p ,-l | - 0

X'rom the above formula we conclude that (6) holds if / does not belong
to any D*. On the other hand, the integrand is not negative and if f e Dk

then /' > llk and P(r , r)(l - r)-' ) (4n1-t therefore

2a

tf
,:-*åS JQn)(z) > 4"k I (1 - cos(/(r) - f(q)) 4a : (2tc)-L

since
2n
r
I eif(") d,r _ o.

J
0
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Theorem l. If I e Dp(M) then w 'i,s a quasi,conformal' mappi,ng trom
the closed, uni,t il,i,sk onto itself if , anil onl,y i'f , f e Dr for some k. It I e Dh

then w i,s K-quasi,conformal wi,th

(7) K: K(p,M,lc) <Cr(M *P')'k
where C, 'i,s an absolute constant,

Proof : Suppose f e DP@[) i D*. T,et h be a harmonic function defined'

by
h:0,u*bur 1D:llt*iu,

where o and b arc two real numbers and az + bz > 0. Then å, is an

analytic function of z in B. According to Lewy's theorem [5] J(ar) > 0

in B. Therefore h, has no zeros. By the minimum principle

(s) lh,(z)l Z,$#t lh,(€)l .

If weset z:rli,y lherl.

4lh,(z)l' : (u'. + utr) a' | 2(u*a* 4 urar) ab { (a!, a r$1b'

(e) J(w)2>d+4+Z+4@'*b')
by the well-known properties of positive definite forms. From (9) we obtain

(10) lim inf lh,(€)l'> (32Or)-t (II + pz)-zlc-z' (a' * W)
§+ 0B

by Lemma I and 3. The estimates (8) and (10) show that

alh,(z)12 : (au* 1- ba")z * (auy + ba)z

If we take in (II) a:1)1,t b - - u, and. Q,: - t)*, b :1b and ad'd

these inequalities we get

(r2) J(w) > (SQ1-trz w + pz)-tlc-t (lw,l' * llt)-l\tta .

For the maximum dilatation of the mapping w we have by (12) and

Lemma I tho estimate

K. 
(lw,l*lw))z

=?H ä <8cL(M *P')'k

which leads to (7).

If / € DP(M) does not belong to any De then Lemma I and 3 show

that
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!. (lr.a,l + lwr\'
"3 

*r'P J(*) :

and. 'u) cannot, be K-qaasiconformal for any
continuous function in B.

+

K

@

since the dilatation is a

Remark. The aboae methoil, shows that K < 0.7 103(M * p')'k.

The question arises: Is it possible to weaken the assumption / € On(M)
in Theorem 1? The essential hypotheses in Lemma I and. Lemma 3 are:

(A) /: R + R is a homeomorphism, "f(0) 
: 0, f(2n) : )v, and /

is 2a periodic, (f car. be normalized so that
2a

I

I eq"td,r: o) ,!
(B) lim ar,(f) and lim w*(t), z e 08, exist.

E+ z E+ z

Under these conditions / is continuously differentiable. This can be seen

from the following: The function g(r): lim wn(z), r € 08, is continuous.
Since z+ x

2fr

I
w-(reit) : I g@)P(r,r - ddr,l

we get integrating by parts

I,a(reiw) - w(r)- 
[w'(reiE)

ff u,e let r + I in the above

P(, , n - g) dr .

eif(d -

and the conclusion is immediate. Thus the argument of Lemma 3 remains
unaltered and instead of (2) in Lemma I we have

n-2 llw,l'*l*)'<Ci
for some Ci depending on / because g(r) and, h(r): lim w"(z), r e 08,

are continuous and. äB is compact. Therefore Theorem ,'i .titt valid if we
replace f ?DP(M) by (A) and (B) and K(p,M,k) by K(l).However,
it is not known (to the author) which conditions on / are necessary and

d,e:: 
[(s(o) 

+ fottta»

expression we have

f
1-s(0) + J s(t)d,t
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sufficient to quarantee (B). On the other hand the assumption / e Do(Ml
cannot bo much weakened. for if we take

in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 and continue it to all of R in
such a way that f is a C--function except at the points 2nn
(n:0, t I,...) and / belongs to D6 forsome k>l then /:R->R
is continuously differentiable and it can be shor,vn that

Iim (lu,l * lw))': * o

as z converges to I along the real axis. By Lemma 2 J(w) is bounded
therofore w cannol be K-quasiconformal for any K < a.

University of Helsinki
Finland
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